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Abstract— This paper introduces a new signal-filtering, which
combines the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and a sim-
ilarity measure. A noisy signal is adaptively broken down into
oscillatory components called intrinsic mode functions by EMD
followed by an estimation of the probability density function (pdf)
of each extracted mode. The key idea of this paper is to make
use of partial reconstruction, the relevant modes being selected
on the basis of a striking similarity between the pdf of the input
signal and that of each mode. Different similarity measures are
investigated and compared. The obtained results, on simulated
and real signals, show the effectiveness of the pdf-based filtering
strategy for removing both white Gaussian and colored noises and
demonstrate its superior performance over partial reconstruction
approaches reported in the literature.
Index Terms— Consecutive mean squared error (CMSE),
empirical mode decomposition (EMD), intrinsic mode func-
tion (IMF), probability density function (pdf), signal filtering,
similarity measure.
I. INTRODUCTION
NOISE is a major challenge in many measurementprocesses such as partial discharge measurement [1],
frequency estimation of three-phase power system [2], or
dielectric response measurements of transformer insulation [3].
Noise removal is an important topic in instrumentation and
measurement domains where the challenge is to preserve
the important structures of the signals while removing the
noise [1]–[4]. Efficient and robust denoising strategy aims at
reducing uncertainties of the observed data [5] and improve
their quality. A variety of noise reduction methods have
been developed mostly based on the model-based methods,
transform domain approaches, and adaptive filtering. Linear
methods such as Wiener filter are largely used because they
are easy to implement and to design. Such methods, how-
ever, rely on the critical assumption of stationary signals. To
overcome this limit, nonlinear methods have been proposed
and especially those based on wavelet thresholding [6]. But a
limit of the wavelet approach is that the basic functions are
fixed, and thus do not necessarily match all real signals. More
precisely, a difficulty of this analysis is its nonadaptive nature.
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Once, the basic wavelet is selected, one will have to use it
for analyzing all the data [7]. Using inappropriate wavelet
decomposition will limit the performance of the wavelet-
based signals denoising scheme. Recently, empirical mode
decomposition (EMD), has been introduced for analyzing the
data from nonstationary and nonlinear processes [7]. This
expansion decomposes adaptively any signal into oscillatory
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Thus, this
powerful adaptive tool is well suited to solve problems such
as noise or frequency estimation in measurements domains. It
has been shown that based on partial reconstruction of relevant
modes, EMD performs signals filtering in an adaptive way
[8]. However, it still raises the question on how to select
such modes in an efficient way. When EMD is applied to
a noisy data, physical interpretation of the extracted modes
is necessary to determine, which IMFs are pure noise, pure
signal, or contains both. A statistical significance of IMFs by
studying the statistical characteristics of uniformly distributed
white noise is revealed in [9]. Using these characteristics,
each mode is classified based on its energy-density spread
function. References [10] and [11] use a correlation-based
threshold to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant IMFs.
For very noisy signals, both of these methods perform poorly
mainly because of the strong correlation between the noisy
signal and the first modes. Such approaches require setting an
appropriate threshold for discriminating between relevant and
irrelevant IMFs. An analogue approach based on consecutive
mean squared error (CMSE) criterion has been proposed in [8]
where the signal is reconstructed from the mode, for which this
criterion is minimal. The CMSE selects the IMF order where
the first significant change in energy occurs. This approach
works satisfactory in most of the cases and without the use of
a threshold, but in some cases CMSE criterion can be trapped
in a local minima. To avoid these shortcomings, in this paper a
more robust filtering scheme is presented. This filtering makes
use of partial reconstruction, the relevant modes being selected
on the basis of similarity between the probability density
function (pdf) of the input signal and that of each mode.
Higher values of this similarity indicate that the compared
signals possess similar characteristics, and thus the associated
modes should be included in the reconstructed signal. Our
preliminary results show that probabilistic similarity, based
on Hausdorff distance (HD), is more robust against noise
that the correlation-based approach [11] and reveals better the
underlying structures of the signal [12].
The outline of this paper is as follows. Description of the
EMD is given in Section II followed by the filtering strategy
is Section III. Results on simulated and real data are presented
and discussed in Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes this
paper with a summary and some directions for future research.
II. FILTERING STRATEGY
The EMD decomposes any signal x(t) into a set of IMFs
each one with a distinct time scale [7]. The decomposition is
based on the local time scale of x(t), and yields adaptive basis




IMF j (t) + rC (t) (1)
where IMF j (t) is the IMF of order j , rC(t) is the residual,
and C is the number of IMFs. The extracted modes are
almost orthogonal and they form a complete set by the virtue
of the fact that summing all these modes with the residue
recovers x(t), within machine precision. A striking property
of the EMD is its ability to act as a filter. The advantage
of such filtering is that the results preserve nonlinearity,
nonstationarity, and full meaning in physical space. The use of
EMD as a filter is essentially a partial reconstruction process
of relevant modes [8]. These modes are selected based on a
given criterion that identifies the modes carrying information
relevant to underlying main structures of the input signal.
Consider a noise-free signal y(t) contaminated by an additive
noise n(t)
x(t) = y(t) + n(t). (2)




IMFi (t) + rC (t) (3)
where kth is index of the partial reconstruction. The open
question for using (3) as a filter is how to choose the order kth.
The novelty of the proposed method is to tackle this problem
by taking advantage of the IMFs statistics combined with a
robust similarity measure. Because an important property of a
signal is its oscillation amplitude, we exploit the pdf, function
of amplitude, of each mode. Based on Bayesian interpretation,
a pdf represents a state of knowledge about the systems or sig-
nals of interest rather than merely a frequency. Because a pdf
contains a complete information about its corresponding IMF,
one can expect a pdf similarity measure to identify the IMFs
dominantly catching the features of y(t). Hereafter, we will be
using the normal Kernel density function to estimate mode’s
pdf. One way to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant
IMFs is to compare their pdfs using a similarity measure.
The aim is to seek such measure that identifies the modes
capturing the underlying structures of y(t). In the following,
we review some well-known measures and emphasize some of
their characteristics. This review includes the HD recently used
by the authors to compare the pdfs of pair of 1-D signals [12].
A. Review of Some Similarity Measures
Similarity measures can be classified into two categories:
1) the information-theoretic measures such as Kullback–
Leibler divergence (KLD) and 2) that is based on metrics such
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Shape of the distribution affects the KLD more than the geometrical
distance. (a) Distributions P = pdf(N (0, σ1)) and Q = pdf(N (0, σ2)).
(b) Distributions P = pdf(N (0, σ1)) and S = pdf{N (0, σ3) + U(−a, a)}.
TABLE I
INFORMATION-THEORETIC MEASURES CALCULATED FOR THE
DENSITIES SHOWN IN FIG. 1
as HD, which are sensitive to the geometry (e.g., area,. . .) and
measure how far two subsets of a metric space are from each
other.
B. Information Theoretic Measures
KLD is the most frequently used information-theoretic







where P and Q are two pdfs. A symmetric version of KLD
(KLDsym) is defined as follows [13]:
KLDsym(P||Q) := KLD(P||Q) + KLD(Q||P)2 . (5)
Another measure is the Jensen–Shannon divergence (JSD). It
is a symmetrized and smoothed version of the KLD, which
has always finite values. JSD is defined by
JSD(P||Q) := KLD(P||M) + KLD(Q||M)
2
(6)
where M = 1/2(P + Q). Even if these measures have accept-
able geometric properties [13], they are very sensitive to
the distribution shape. We show this effect in Fig. 1 where
two pdfs are compared. Fig. 1(a) shows the two distribu-
tions P = pdf(N (0, σ1)) and Q = pdf(N (0, σ2)). Fig. 1(b)
shows the same distribution P compared with the distribution
S = pdf{N (0, σ3) + U(−a, a)} where U(−a, a) is a uniform
distribution defined on interval [−a, a]. Table I shows the
results of the three information-theoretic measures applied to
distributions of Fig. 1. We note by d(P, Q) and d(P, S) the
distances between the pdfs shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) and their
difference is noted by  = d(P, Q) − d(P, S). If  < 0, this
means that Q is closer to P than S. Although the large geomet-
ric distance between P and Q, the corresponding information-
theoretic measures give very small values compared with the
TABLE II
DISTANCES OF DENSITIES SHOWN IN FIG. 1
measures between P and S. Hence, by analyzing the measures
shown in Table I and without looking at Fig. 1, we find that the
distances in Fig. 1(b) are almost 300 times bigger than those
of Fig. 1(a) even though in terms of geometric distance, curves
of Fig. 1(b) are closer than those in Fig. 1(a). Therefore, as
opposed to the information-theoretic measures, more elaborate
geometric measures should give us a better insight in this case.
C. Other Measures/Distances
We discuss in the following distances that will be more
efficient for identifying the relevant modes of a signal.
1) 2-norm: The 2-norm corresponds to the standard usu-
ally used the distance between two points in a plane or in
space. Hence, for two pdfs P and Q, the 2-norm is defined by







A noteworthy feature of 2-norm is that the contribution of a
point is more important as its distance to the corresponding
point increases. Hence, this measure can be useful for deter-
mining the geometric distance between densities.
2) Earth Mover’s Distance: If two pdfs are normalized,
the earth mover’s distance (EMdist) is equivalent to the 1st
Wasserstein distance, which is a natural way to compare the
pdfs of two variables P and Q, where one variable is derived
from the other by small, nonuniform perturbations [14]. Hence,
by considering the fact that a number of IMFs will catch the
clean signal, this distance can be efficient as selection criterion
(SC) for the relevant modes. It is noteworthy that till now
EMdist is essentially used in pattern recognition.
3) Hausdorff Distance: HD is a nonlinear operator, which
measures the similarity between two sets or two geometric
shapes. This distance has found the applications essentially in
image processing. The HD between two point sets A and B
is defined as follows:
HD(A, B) = max(D(A, B),D(B, A))
D(A, B) = max
a∈A minb∈B ||a − b||
D(B, A) = max
b∈B mina∈A ||b − a||. (8)
Two sets are close in HD if each point of either set is
close to a given point of the other set. In this context, the
most striking fact is that HD will be used as a similarity
measure between two 1-D-signal pdfs, rather than between
two geometric shapes. This distance shows how much IMF
distribution curves are sharp and narrow [12].
Similarity measures HD, EMdist, and 2-norm are applied
to pdfs shown in Fig. 1. The best result is obtained using
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the filtering method.
HD (Table II). However, the 2-norm and the EMdist give
close results as HD and compared with the results obtained if
we use the information-theoretic measures, the three distances
achieve the desired goal ( > 0).
D. Identification of Relevant Modes
To identify the relevant modes, x(t) is first decomposed into
IMFs followed by an estimation of their pdfs (Fig. 2). The aim
is to find the modes, which better represent x(t) using only
their pdfs and without any a priori knowledge about y(t).
The similarity measure, L, between the pdf of x(t) and that
of each IMF is defined as follows:
L(i) = distance[pdf(x(t)), pdf(IMFi (t))]. (9)
The first selected mode is the one, for which the distance starts
decreasing after the first local maximum. We note kth the index
of this mode identified by
kth = arg max
1≤i≤C {L(i)} + 1. (10)
E. Application
We show how to retrieve the relevant modes using their
pdfs by 2-norm, EMdist, HD, KLD, KLDsym, and JSD
measures on a signal x(t) composed of two-tone signal and
contaminated by a white Gaussian noise, n(t), where the input
signal-to-noise ratio (SNRin) is fixed to 5 dB
x(t) = y(t) + n(t), y(t) = cos(2π f1t) + sin(2π f2t) (11)
where f1 = 2 Hz and f2 = 4 Hz. Theoretically speaking,
if f1 and f2 are known, the seventh and the eighth modes
can be easily identified as the pure two tones. A careful
examination of Fig. 3 shows that pdfs of these two modes are
the closest to pdf of x(t) compared with the other densities.
The KLD, KLDsym, and JSD measures fail to identify the rel-
evant IMFs, resulting in an information-free signal [Fig. 4(a)].
Overall, they identify first to sixth IMFs (noisy modes) as the
relevant modes. However, HD, EMdist and 2-norm detect
the relevant modes [Fig. 4(b)]. Thereafter, we will use these
distances for filtering rather than the information-theoretic
measures. The curves in Fig. 4(b) show the increase in HD,
EMdist, and 2-norm until the last noise-dominated mode
(sixth IMF), then it decreases until it reaches its minimum at
the IMF that best describes the noise-free signal y(t) (seventh
IMF). Thus, kth index is set to 7. The filtered signal shown
in Fig. 5 shows the effectiveness of these measures. In some
cases, the curves may increase again after the first local
maximum, but this increase is because of the fact that the
latter modes have very low amplitudes, and therefore their
variances are small compared with the original signal [12].
Fig. 3. Superposition of pdf of x(t) and those of its modes.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. (a) KLD, KLDsym, and JSD versus IMF index of x(t). (b) EMdist,
HD, and 2-norm versus IMF index of x(t).
Fig. 5. Solid line: filtered signal. Dashed line: original signal.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have conducted Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to assess
the performance of the pdf-based filtering. We show the
effectiveness of the filtering on both synthetic and real data.
We compare the performances of white noise characteristics
(WNC) and SC and CMSE [8] methods.
A. MC Simulations
The aim is to seek the optimal set of IMFs that yields the
best partial reconstruction in terms of output SNR (SNRout).
We tackle this problem by evaluating exhaustively all possible
combinations of modes to extract the optimal set of IMFs.
It is simple to show that the total number of combinations of









J sl is the number of IMFs extracted in the sth MC trial for
SNRinδldB where δ is step size of SNR and l ∈ Z. For each
trial and a combination of modes, the filtered signal y˜(t) is
reconstructed and the associated SNRout, noted SNR0(s, l),
is calculated. For S trials, the total number of reconstructions
is Tr = S × T sl . We determine the optimal set of modes, for





We compare, in terms of SNRout, the filtered signal obtained
by the optimal combination, noted R0. The reconstructions
yielded by 2-norm, EMdist, and HD methods are designated,
respectively, as R1, R2, and R3. We include in this comparison,
the SC proposed in [11], and WNC approach introduced in [9].
WNC and SC are noted, respectively, as methods R4 and R5.
For each SNR value, δl, we evaluate the performance of each




1/Tr , if SNRmax(l) = SNRi (s, l), i ∈{1, 2, . . . 5}
0 , otherwise
where SNRi (s, l) is the SNRout of the method Ri correspond-
ing to SNRin δl and to trial s, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S}. Function
pt(s, l) designates the percentage of how much the method
Ri gives the best result. We carried out the simulations with
SNR values varying from −10 to 10 dB with δ = 2 dB.
We ran S = 10 000 MC trials for each SNR value l where
l ∈ {−5,−4, . . . , 5}. Only results of l = −5,−2, 2, and 5
are presented. For illustrative purpose, if J sl is equal to eight
IMFs the number of estimates per SNR value is 2.55 million.
This number of estimates is necessary for statistical analysis
because more trials are required, particularly, for lower SNR’s.
Results of comparison of the Ri methods shown in Table III
show the superior performance of pdf-based filtering over the
WNC and SC methods. Best results are given by 2-norm.
These results not only support the effectiveness of 2-norm,
EMdist, and HD as similarity measures but also mostly, show
that the signal information’s carried in the IMFs can be
unveiled by their pdfs.
TABLE III
PERCENTAGE OF HOW MUCH THE METHOD Ri GIVES
THE BEST RESULTS FOR x(t)
Fig. 6. Performance evaluation of EMD-based filtering techniques (HD,
l2 − norm, and EMdist).
B. Synthetic Data
We illustrate the performances of the five methods on two
representative test signals: Blocks and Heavysine, with SNRin
varying from −10 to 10 dB with δ = 2 dB. We perform a
MC simulation for each method, generating 50 realizations
of the noise for each SNRin value. We first compare the
performances of the pdf-based filtering methods with SNRin =
5 dB. Fig. 6 shows this comparison on Heavysine signal of
duration D = 4 s and sampled with two sampling frequency
fs1 = 512 Hz (dashed line) and fs2 = 2 fs1 (solid line). As in
Table III, HD, 2-norm, and EMdist perform similarly. But
2-norm shows slightly better SNRout than HD and EMdist at
all SNRin levels. In addition, the pdf-based filtering improves
significantly the SNRout. The gain in SNR is up to 20 and
22 dB for fs1 and fs2, respectively. This result is expected,
since the sifting quality depends on the number of extrema,
which in turn depends on the sampling frequency used. Fig. 6
also shows that increasing the sampling rate improves the
SNR by 1.5 to 2.5 dB. Because the three methods perform
similarly, which is consistent with findings shown in Table
III, we henceforth limit the comparisons with 2-norm. Figs. 7
and 8 show the comparison of WNC, CMSE, 2-norm, and SC
for the two signals and show the superiority of 2-norm for all
SNRin levels over WNC, CMSE, and SC. For SNR ≥ 6 dB, the
four methods have the same behavior but 2-norm is still the
best approach. For SNR ≤ −2 dB, the WNC method provides
less good results than the other methods. Even if Blocks and
Heavysine signals have different structures, from the results
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the same conclusions can be drawn
in terms of performance. These results demonstrate that the
pdf-based similarity is well suited for filtering a piecewise
Fig. 7. SNRout versus SNRin for Heavysine signal.
Fig. 8. SNRout versus SNRin for Blocks signal.
TABLE IV
MSE AND SNRout VARIANCE COMPARISON FOR SIGNALS CORRUPTED
WITH ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE (SNR = 5 dB)
constant with jumps signals (Blocks) or oscillating ones (like
Heavysine). In addition to SNRout values, the performances
are compared in terms of MSE calculated between the filtered
and the original signals. Another measure that characterizes the
filtering performance is the variance of the SNRout estimates,
resulting from different realizations, which is an indicator
of robustness of the method. We perform a MC simulation
using 50 trials to determine the MSE of the reconstructed
signals for SNRin = 3 dB and estimate the corresponding
variances. Results shown in Table IV show that 2-norm
provides the lowest reconstruction error and variance for both
signals showing the robustness and the superiority of this
method over WNC, SC, and CMSE approaches.
C. Biomedical Data
We first test the filtering on ECG signal. Fig. 9 shows the
application of 2-norm approach to x(t) signal, and compared
with a noise-free signal y(t), the characteristic features of
ECG are well preserved in the reconstructed signal, y˜(t).
Fig. 9. Filtered ECG signal (bottom), noisy signal (middle), and original
ECG (top).
Fig. 10. SNRout versus IMF index for ECG using 2-norm (circle indicates
the kth value).
Fig. 11. SNRout versus SNRin for ECG signal.
TABLE V
MSE AND SNRout VARIANCE COMPARISON FOR NOISED ECG SIGNAL
Fig. 10 shows that 2-norm method clearly identifies kth value
as the maximum of SNRout, supporting the fact that the pdf
of the modes captures the main structures of y(t). As for
synthetic signals (Figs. 7 and 8), results of Fig. 11 again show
that 2-norm outperforms WNC, SC, and CMSE methods.
These results are confirmed by those shown in Table V
particularly in terms of robustness.
Fig. 12. Hydrodynamical measured and filtered signals.
D. Hydrodynamic Data
In the second experiment, filtering is tested on real hydrody-
namical signal. This signal, contaminated by a colored noise,
corresponds to a near-wall pressure signal of an hydrofoil’s
suction side undergoing a forced rotational motion while
facing incoming flow in a hydrodynamic tunnel [15]. In a
forced oscillatory motion, one looks at the first step to retrieve
the component of mechanical forcing, which is a periodical
oscillatory signal with a known frequency from the signal [15].
The residual signal would have rich physical content. Fig. 12
(top plot) shows a measured signal (noisy) of forced oscil-
latory motion. With a conventional bandpass filtering, one
can retrieve the periodical oscillatory component but this
supposes that filter parameters (central frequency of each
filter, bandwidth,…) to be known beforehand. The extracted
oscillatory component obtained by 2-norm is superimposed
on the original signal (Fig. 12). This result shows that this
component is well extracted without any a priori knowledge
about the input signal. More precisely, it can be seen that the
oscillatory component is very smooth and follows the underly-
ing characteristics of the signal. For comparative purpose, we
also plot the performance of conventional filtering methods:
Savitzky–Golay (SG) filter, median filter, moving average fil-
ter, and Binomial filter. These methods retrieve the oscillatory
component with noticeable ripples and fluctuations along the
signal in time and particularly for SG filter (down plot).
The results of these methods are conditioned by the setting
of the length of the time window analysis. The 2-norm filter
outperforms these classical filters without using any thresholds
or parameters.
E. Aerodynamic Data
In the previous experiments, the signals are severely con-
taminated by noise. In the third experiment we show that,
even in moderate noise contamination, the proposed approach
works well and does not induce an over-filtering of the signal.
Indeed, conventional filtering will not suppress unwanted noise
but also some structures of the signal. The data are recorded
on an instrumented yacht sailing upwind in a moderate head
swell [16]. The wind signal is recorded at the top mast by
an acoustic anemometer giving the instantaneous apparent
wind angle AWAθ˙ (t) and apparent wind speed AWSθ˙ (t).
The boat attitude in pitching θ˙ (t) is recorded by a central
Fig. 13. Analysis of noisy AWS signal.
Fig. 14. Analysis of filtered AWS signal.
of attitude placed at the center of rotation of the hull. The
pitching motion due to head swell affects the apparent wind
by adding a pitching-induced velocity along the mast. Signal
AWSθ˙ (t) is linked to an apparent wind speed AWS(t) and
angle AWA(t) without pitching motion [16]. Variations of
AWSθ˙ (t) linked to the frequency of wave encounter are the
reason for the aerodynamic performance oscillation of the sail
plan when pitching [16]. In the 20-s record, the swell has two
different periods, consequences for two frequencies of wave
encounter f1 = 0.73 Hz and f2 = 0.85 Hz. Noisy versions
of AWSθ˙ (t) and θ˙ (t) signals are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14
shows that 2-norm filtering preserves the structures of the
signals very well. In addition, spectral analysis shows that
the frequency contents of this signal are slightly affected by
the filtering (Figs. 13 and 14) where |F{h(t)}| is the amplitude
spectrum of signal h(t). More particularly, the frequencies
f1 and f2 of wave encounter are revealed very clearly in
the filtered signals, illustrating the adaptive nature of EMD
combined with pdf-based measure. These frequencies, present
in AWSθ˙ (t) and θ˙ (t), are more strongly evidenced by the
coherence function as common frequencies in filtered case
(Fig. 14) than in noisy case (Fig. 13). These results show
that over-filtering, which can occur in a conventional filtering
can be avoided using the pdf-based filtering approach. Same
conclusions can be done on the analysis of AWAθ˙ (t) and θ˙ (t)
signals.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new adaptive filtering strategy is presented.
The filtering makes use of partial reconstruction, the relevant
modes being selected on the basis of probabilistic similarity
measure between the pdf of the input signal and that of
each extracted mode. This filtering exhibits an enhanced
performance compared with the classical filters and to EMD-
based filtering strategies reported in the literature. The best
results are given by the geometric similarity measures (espe-
cially the 2-norm) who proved to be more efficient than the
information-theoretic measures. In addition, the results show
that the signal information carried in the IMFs are unveiled
by their pdfs. In addition, the pdf similarity measure proved
to be more robust than the correlation, which is a very noise-
sensitive measure, one of the advantages of which is its low
complexity making it very practical for filtering applications.
To confirm the obtained results and the effectiveness of the
approach, the filtering strategy must be evaluated with a large
class of real signals and in different experimental conditions
such as varying sampling rates or other types of noise.
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